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2076 W. Kuewiz et al.1. IntrodutionWith the ompletion of the SLC and LEP experiments, the next step inexperimentation with e+e� olliders at high energies will be at a linear ol-lider. Expeted to be built and ommissioned by the end of the �rst deadeof the new millennium, the e+e� linear ollider will omplement the physisreah of the LHC hadron ollider at CERN in the study of the mehanism ofeletro-weak symmetry breaking and in the searh for new physis beyondthe Standard Model. Running at entre-of-mass energies ps ranging fromthe Z0 pole to about 1 TeV with high luminosities, the linear ollider hasthe potential of delivering large data samples well suited for preision mea-surements and partile searhes. These studies set stringent requirementson the e�ieny and purity in identifying the �avour of hadroni jets, sineshort-living b and  quarks are the main signatures of many of the proessesof interests. Therefore high auray in reonstruting the trajetories ofharged partiles lose to their prodution point is neessary to ensure ef-�ient jet �avour tagging based on the topologial reonstrution of deayverties.If a Higgs boson exists at masses 100 GeV/2 < MH < 150 GeV/2 aspredited by the eletro-weak �ts it will be important to arry out preisionmeasurements as a proof of disovery and to identify its Standard Model orSupersymmetri nature [1℄. This will require to measure with high aurayits deay rate to b�b, �, �+��, gg and WW � pairs and possibly to detetdeviations from the Standard Model preditions. The study of top-quarkdeays at energies around the t�t threshold and the measurement of the Higgs-top Yukawa ouplings require e�ient tagging of b-jets due to the dominantt!Wb transition. If Supersymmetry is realised in Nature, the study of itsrih Higgs setor will require b-tagging to isolate the signal for the A0 deayand again b or -tagging for the searh of the harged Higgs H� aordingto its mass. Finally jet �avour tagging will be important in the study ofthe salar quark setor while � identi�ation may be relevant to investigatethe expeted phenomenology of Gauge Mediated Supersymmetry Breaking(GMSB) models.2. The Linear Collider Vertex TrakerIn order to meet the aims of this physis programme, it is neessaryto design a performant Vertex Traker ontinuing the developments startedwith the onstrution of the Vertex detetors for the LEP and SLC exper-iments and presently ontinued to math the LHC requirements. A useful�gure of merit for the trak reonstrution auray is the resolution �din the impat parameter d, de�ned as the point of losest approah of theextrapolated partile trajetory to the beam ollision point.



Capaitively Coupled Ative Pixel Sensors with Analog... 2077At typial linear ollider entre-of-mass energies, the mean deay dis-tane of a b hadron from H0 ! b�b is about 1.0 m and the orrespondingimpat parameter is 150 �m. This is smaller for harm partiles, saling withtheir lifetime, and b-jets from top deays, due to the higher jet multipliityand thus lower boost. Therefore, a resolution of 10 �mL 30 �mGeV=p sin3=2 � , orbetter, has to be obtained for e�ient jet �avour tagging. In a simple modelwith two measured points having resolution �point, loated at radii Rin andRout, the impat parameter resolution �d is given by:�d =q�2asympt + �2ms; �asympt =p(n+ 1)2 + n2�pointwhere n = RinRout�Rin . The impat parameter resolution, in absene of multiplesattering ontributions, for a given single point resolution of the detetor,depends on the radius of the �rst point of measurement. The multiplesattering ontribution �ms is given by �ms = qPi R2i �20;ip sin3=2 � , where i runs overthe material surfaes up to and inluding the �rst measured point and �0is the multiple sattering angle for normal inidene partiles. This makesdesirable to install the �rst layer of detetors at the minimum radius allowedby the bakgrounds generated by the olliding beams.The expeted bakgrounds at the interation region of a linear olliderare mostly due to partiles pairs produed in the eletromagneti intera-tions of the eletrons and positrons of the olliding bunhes. These representan irreduible soure of spurious partile hits, whih interfere with the reon-strution of the partiles from the main physis proesses of interest. Thenumber of partiles from pairs interepting a surfae loated at a given ra-dius r depends on the intrinsi pt aquired by the partile at its produtionand on its subsequent de�etion arising from the eletromagneti interationwith the opposite beam. As a result, partiles are on�ned spiralling in anenvelope de�ned by the maximum angle of de�etion and by the strengthof the solenoidal magneti �eld. This de�nes the inward bound for the �rstdetetor layer and its maximum length.An additional bakground soure that needs to be taken into aount inthe hoie of the detetor tehnology is due to the neutrons produed bythe dump of both partiles from pairs and of beamstrahlung photons. Theomputation of the neutron �ux at the interation region requires arefulmodelling of their prodution and transport in the aelerator tunnel andin the detetor and is subjet to signi�ant unertainties. Estimated �uxeshave been of the order of a few times 109 n m�2 year�1.At the radius of the innermost layer of 1.2 m to 2.2 m, the antiipatedhit density, due to the partiles from both pairs and hadroni jets, exludethe use of the silion strip detetors adopted by the LEP experiments thus



2078 W. Kuewiz et al.requiring smaller sensitive ells. There are two types of silion detetors,already used in experiments in high energy physis, both providing the per-formanes required for the Vertex Traker in terms of single point resolutionand pixel size. These are the Charge Coupled Devies (CCD) and the A-tive Pixel Sensors (APS). CCD detetors have been suessfully used in thevertex detetor of the SLD experiment at the SLC ollider at SLAC. Theirappliation in the vertex traker at a high energy linear ollider has beenalready proposed [2℄. CCD detetors have ideal harateristis in terms ofsingle point resolution and multiple sattering ontribution. However theypresently lak the required readout speed to ope with the bunh strutureof the proposed TESLA ollider based on superonduting RF avities andare potentially sensitive to neutron damage. An alternative design based onthe APS pixel detetors has been also proposed [3℄.The use of APS pixel detetors at ollider experiments has been pioneeredin the upgraded Vertex Traker of the DELPHI experiment at LEP [4℄. Suhdetetors are presently inluded in the trakers of the ATLAS, CMS andALICE experiments at the LHC. Compared to CCD sensors, APS detetorshave the advantages of allowing fast readout, reduing the oupanies, andbeing tolerant to neutron �uxes well in exess to those expeted at the linearollider. On the other hand, improvements in the single point resolutionand in the thikness of eah detetor layer need to be made to meet therequirements of e�ient jet �avour tagging and disrimination of  from bjets. 3. Design onsiderations for the CapaitivelyCoupled Ative Pixel SensorsAtive Pixel Sensors urrently used in high energy physis experimentsonsist of a matrix of detetor ells bump bonded with the orrespondingmatrix of readout eletronis ells. The minimum size of the detetor ell islimited by the spae required for the single ell of the readout eletronis.In the ase of detetors designed for the ATLAS and CMS Vertex Trakersell sizes are 300�50 �m and 150�150 �m, respetively. Their further min-imisation looks di�ult. Suh ells are too big to obtain the required spaepoint resolution for the Vertex Traker at a future e+e� linear ollider asdesribed in the previous Setion.One should be able to ahieve the required resolution by applying theonept of apaitively oupled detetion elements to the Ative Pixel Sen-sors. This onept has been used with great suess in silion strip detetorsfor many years [5℄. For example, strip detetors with a readout pith fourtimes bigger than their strip pith and with three interleaved strips apa-itively oupled to the readout strips give the point resolution only slightly



Capaitively Coupled Ative Pixel Sensors with Analog... 2079worse than the detetors with the same strip pith and all the strips beingread out. The only di�ulty in the onstrution of suh detetors is a properevaluation of di�erent apaitanes (to the readout eletronis, to the de-tetor bakplane and to the neighbouring strips) to avoid signi�ant loss ofthe partile signal. As the single ell apaitane for the APS detetors ismuh smaller than for the strip detetors, their onstrution ould be moredi�ult. It allows, however, to overome the basi di�ulty i.e. the build-ing of a detetor with su�iently small detetor ells to ahieve the requiredmeasurement preision and keeping at the same time enough spae for thereadout eletronis.            ��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������

Fig. 1. Layout of the orner of one of the prototype detetor strutures.During 1998 we had been working on the design and prodution of the�rst prototypes of the apaitively oupled APS detetors. A small partof one of the proposed strutures is shown in �gure 1. Every fourth pixelin eah row and every seond pixel in eah olumn is the readout pixel.Eah single pixel is biased through a bias line and a polisilion resistor.The whole detetor struture is surrounded by a series of guard-rings toenable the detetor to work at high voltage (neessary to deplete detetorspartially degraded by the radiation). The input and output pads for thewhole detetor are also provided (on the left side of the struture).



2080 W. Kuewiz et al.Altogether 17 di�erent types of detetor strutures were designed. Theydi�er by pixel sizes (50�50, 100�100, 50�100, 100�200 �m2), readoutpithes (200 �m or 300 �m in both dimensions), numbers of interleavedpixels (0, 1 or 3) and total sizes (one or four eletronis hips to be bumpbonded). They should give us a better understanding of these novel dete-tors and of their further optimisation for the next prodution run with a�nal size of pixels (25�25 �m2).4. Prodution of the prototype detetorsThe �rst 360 prototype detetor strutures were produed during thefall of 1998 1. Ten wafers of 4-inh diameter, high resistivity (4�8 k
m)n-type silion from Waker were used for that. Eah wafer ontained 36detetor strutures of 17 di�erent types as mentioned in the previous Se-tion. In addition, ten low resistivity wafers were proessed serving for tests,training and as a referene sample. In partiular, high temperature teh-nologial proesses were monitored by performing the prodution tests onthese additional wafers.The following tehnologial sequene was employed. A standard lean-ing (as for an advaned MOS tehnology) was performed before eah hightemperature tehnologial step. First, all wafers were oxidized (using HClgettering) to form a 700 nm thik silion dioxide layer. Next, the phosphorusglass deposition from POCl3 soure was performed, followed by the drive-inproess in oxidizing ambient. The di�usion of phosphorus formed a highlydopped n-type layer on the bakside of the wafers to derease resistane andget good ohmi ontat with the bakside metal grid.Next, the pixel and guard-ring windows were de�ned by photolitographyapplying the wet ething tehnique. The boron di�usion from solid sourehad been arried followed by the drive-in proesses. The resulting maindetetor juntions were 0.7 �m deep and had a resistane of U/I=15
. Then,the oupling apaitor for the detetor readout was produed by formingthe 200 nm thik high quality SiO2 layer at 1000ÆC. This step was arefullymonitored to ahieve extremely low density of mobile ion harge.To fabriate bias resistors, the 500 nm thik polisilion layer was de-posited and implanted with boron. A speial high temperature annealingwas optimised to obtain the required sheet resistane of 250 k
=2 The resis-tors pattern was de�ned by photolitography. To ensure a good quality of themetal onnetions, the surfae was planarised by means of BPSG (Boron-Phosphorus-Silion Glass) hemial vapour deposition (CVD) followed by1 In the Institute of Eletron Tehnology in Warsaw



Capaitively Coupled Ative Pixel Sensors with Analog... 2081the high temperature annealing. Coating of the resistors was de�ned by pho-tolitography applying plasma and wet ething tehniques. The next maskde�ned ontat windows to the resistors. To derease ontat resistane theboron implantation was used.The planarisation of the pattern was ahieved by annealing wafers indi�erent ambients. This proess requires further optimisation. Next pho-tolitography de�ned ontats to p+ regions. They were produed by the wetething proess. The metal onnetions were fabriated by sputtering of a1.2 �m thik Al-Si-Cu layer followed by photolitography and plasma ething.The bakside metalisation grid was made by evaporation of Al and then bywet ething. Finally all the wafers were sintered in hydrogen ambient duringat 450ÆC during 20 minutes.5. First results of measurementsInitial eletrostati measurements of some seleted strutures were doneas post-prodution heks in the Institute of Eletron Tehnology in Warsawin January 1999. The detetors were then delivered to other partiipatinglaboratories in February this year. Now the systemati measurements of alldetetor strutures are being performed. They show that the detetors arefuntional, but the relatively low yield of the good strutures shows the needfor a areful hek of the prodution steps. Good strutures have very nieeletrostati harateristis. This is illustrated in �gure 2 where the leakageurrent and the apaitane (1/C2) results as funtions of the applied voltageare shown. The leakage urrent is very low. The full depletion of the detetoris ahieved at low voltage. The measured apaitane of the fully depleteddetetor is as expeted. The full summary of the eletrostati measurementswill be given elsewhere [6℄.
Fig. 2. I-V (left plot) and C-V (right plot) harateristis of a good detetor (num-ber 18 on wafer 5).



2082 W. Kuewiz et al.6. Requirements for the readout eletronisAt present only some initial ideas onerning the readout eletronis forour detetors an be given. The detailed requirements like those relatedto the noise mathing or signal level depend diretly on the detetor pa-rameters urrently being measured. Some other requirements are driven bythe experimental onditions whih are under study as well. Ideas presentedbelow are, therefore, based on the general rules governing the front-end sys-tems for silion strip and pixel detetors designed in the CMOS tehnology.It should be stressed, however, that the requirement of having the analogreadout eletronis for APS detetors is rather unusual. Nowadays, mostof the iruits assoiated with the pixel detetors exploit the ideas of thefully binary readout or of the events ounting methods. The expeted smallsignal on some pixels, the intrinsi noise and the apaitive harge sharingmake the analog readout a hallenge.It is proposed to use a standard low noise and low power topology on-sisting of an integrating preampli�er followed by a CR-RC type shaping �lterin the amplifying stage. Both parts will be based on the folded asode ar-hiteture with a PMOS transistor, hosen for its lower 1/f noise oe�ient,at the input. These elements of the analog hain, a iruit ontaining thestore apaitane and the small part of the system ontrolling the readoutproess are designed for eah individual readout pixel. Thus they will o-upy spae under the pixel and its apaitively oupled neighbours. Thiseletronis ell will be diretly onneted to a single detetor readout ell bymeans of a bump bond.We plan to use the readout system based on a two dimensional sparsedata san method, whih has been suessfully applied to the pixel detetorsof the DELPHI Silion Traker [4℄. It will be adapted to the new onditionsof the apaitively oupled pixels so that not only the most ativated pixelwill be read out but also a ertain number of the neighbouring readout pixels.The sparse data san requires a de�nition of the threshold signal for eahpixel. When a pixel signal exeeds the threshold, the assoiated logi willause reading out of the main pixel and of the requested neighbours. Apartfrom these analog signals a digital position ode of the main pixel will bekept for further use.The threshold values and other system parameters like bias urrent andvoltage values will be programmed by means of a slow ontrol iruit. Forthis iruit we propose the digital serial interfae (I2C) with an appropriatenumber of internal 8 bit long registers and a blok of the bias generator withurrent and voltage mode Digital Analog Convertors. This ontrol part anbe plaed in the free spae between output pads and pixels.



Capaitively Coupled Ative Pixel Sensors with Analog... 2083The exat design of the individual hips, of their ontrol systems, of datatransmission as well as the hoie of the fabriation tehnology need furtherwork. 7. ConlusionsAtive Pixel Sensors with interleaved pixels apaitively oupled to thereadout pixels an give a single point resolution good enough for the VertexTraker at a future e+e� linear ollider. First prototypes of these novel de-tetors have been designed and produed. Initial tests show that there is noobvious design fault but that the prodution tehnology ould be improved.Basi ideas of the analog readout eletronis for these detetors exist anddediated work on the design will start soon.REFERENCES[1℄ M.D. Hildreth, T.L. Barklow, D.L. Burke, Phys. Rev. Lett. 49, 3441 (1994);J. Kamoshita et al., in Pro. of the 3rd Workshop on Physis and Experimentswith Linear Colliders, Moryoka, Japan, 1995; M. Battaglia et al., to appear inPro. of the 4th Workshop on Physis and Experiments with Linear Colliders,Sitges, Spain, 1999.[2℄ C.J.S. Damerell, D.J. Jakson, in Pro. of the 1996 Snowmass Workshop on�New Perspetives in High Energy Physis�, Snowmass CO, USA, 1996.[3℄ M. Battaglia, A. Andreazza, M. Caia, V. Telnov, in Pro. of the 2nd Work-shop on Bakgrounds at Mahine-Detetor Interfae, Honolulu (HI), USA,1997 and in DESY 123-E (1997).[4℄ P. Chohula et al., Nul. Instrum. Methods A412, 304 (1998).[5℄ M. Krammer, H.Pernegger, Nul. Instrum Methods A397, 232 (1997).[6℄ M. Caia et al., to appear in Pro. of the 4th Workshop on Physis andExperiments with Linear Colliders, Sitges, Spain, 1999.


